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BEIJING: Activity in China’s manufactur-
ing sector unexpectedly expanded at its
fastest pace in nearly two years in August
as construction boomed, suggesting the
economy is steadying in response to
stronger government spending. The best
factory reading since late 2014 may rein-
force growing views that China’s central
bank will be in no hurry to cut interest
rates or banks’ reserve requirements, for
fear of adding to high debt levels or
fuelling asset bubbles. But the official fac-

tory survey also highlighted growing lop-
sidedness in the world’s second-largest
economy, with larger firms expanding,
likely thanks to Beijing’s largesse, while
smaller manufacturers continued to
struggle.

“Our view is that the People’s Bank of
China doesn’t really have any reason to
ease until we start to see clear signs of
another downturn,” Julian Evans-
Pritchard, China Economist at Capital
Economics said, saying it is concerned

such action could aggravate economic
imbalances and credit risks. “I think even-
tually they’ll come under pressure to ease
further, but given the economy is still sta-
ble, I don’t think it’ll happen this year,” he
said, predicting the factory strength could
last through the end of the year. The offi-
cial Purchasing Managers’ Index (PMI)
rose to 50.4 in August from 49.9 in July,
and above the 50-point mark that sepa-
rates growth from contraction on a
monthly basis.

Analysts had expected a reading of
49.9 for the second month in a row, and
some thought there would be added
weakness after Beijing ordered many
plants around Hangzhou to close to clear
the air ahead of China’s first summit of
G20 leaders Sept 4-5. Yet factory output
growth accelerated, with the index rising
to 52.6, the highest this year, from 52.1 in
July. Total new orders expanded sharply,
though export orders continued to shrink,
albeit at a more modest pace. —Reuters

China factories unexpectedly expand
Output, new orders expand at a faster pace; construction booms

QINGDAO: Chinese workers install scaffolding at an offshore oil engineering platform in Qingdao, east China’s
Shandong province yesterday. —AFP

BEIJING: A European lobby group in
China yesterday slammed the coun-
try’s “unequal investment landscape”
and called for it to drop wide-scale
prohibitions on foreign investment,
warning future access to the EU could
be at stake. The comments from the
EU Chamber of Commerce in China
come as Chinese buyers spend billions
to snap up stakes in European compa-
nies, sports clubs, airports, and infra-
structure. 

“For the Chinese, Europe is a sump-
tuous buffet, anything goes, very nice,
and for us it’s four dishes and a soup,
you can’t do more,” the group’s presi-
dent Jorg Wuttke told reporters at a
briefing in Beijing. The remarks pre-
ceded a statement from the Chamber
said: “While Europe welcomes foreign
investment, this lack of reciprocity is
unsustainable and could lead to pro-
tectionism and increased tension.”

It added that it was in China’s inter-

est to loosen restrictions and show
Beijing “supports globally accepted
principles”. Chinese investment in
Europe has surged over the past two
years, growing 44 percent year-on-
year in 2015 to 20 billion euros ($22.3
billion). Beijing has urged its compa-
nies to go abroad in search of higher
returns and advanced technologies
to make Chinese firms more competi-
tive in a range of high-value sectors,
from aerospace to agribusiness and
robotics.

And the first half of 2016 has seen
numerous billion-dollar deals includ-
ing a $43 billion bid for Swiss seed
technology company Syngenta.
Among the top-drawer investments
are the purchases of 219-year-old pri-
vate German bank Hauck & Aufhauser,
Italian tyre-maker Pirelli, and a portion
of advanced robotics firm Kuka.
Pointing to these, the chamber said it
is “almost impossible to imagine”

European investors would be allowed
to invest in similarly prominent
Chinese companies, calling the situa-
tion “win-win results, but only in one
direction”. 

China ranked 84th globally-behind
Saudi Arabia and Ukraine-in the World
Bank’s ease of doing business index for
2016, and second to last in an OECD
report on the restrictiveness toward
foreign investment.  If Beijing does not
lower market barriers, it cannot
assume it will continue to be allowed
unhindered access to the EU because
this would be politically untenable,
Wuttke said. “The stark contrast
between (the flow of Chinese invest-
ments into Europe) and the closed-up
Chinese market will drive a lot of peo-
ple to the conclusion that China takes
advantage of us,” he said. “As we have
seen with Brexit, globalization also
produces losers, and losers have a
political voice.”  —AFP
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Australia inflation
goes down as high-rise 

apartments go up
SYDNEY: Australia has successfully used historically low borrow-
ing costs to spark a boom in home building that has helped shep-
herd the economy through the dog days of a global mining
downturn. Yet the rush of new homes has also compressed rental
yields to record lows and put downward pressure on already
tepid inflation - an alarming trend rate cuts were supposed to
remedy. Rents were the single biggest factor behind the marked
inflation slowdown this year that prompted a reluctant Reserve
Bank of Australia (RBA) to further cut rates to a record low of 1.5
percent, juicing up the housing market even more. “It’s ironic.
They cut rates to boost housing supply, but that’s turned into a
material drag on inflation,” said George Tharenou, an economist
at UBS. The drag on inflation is likely to be protracted, given UBS
now believes the building boom will not peak until 2018, and
seemingly argues for even more stimulus.

“But there’s a limit here. Easing would only push inflation
down further,” said Tharenou. “With all this housing activity
adding to GDP growth, the economy just does not need
more cuts.” Australia completed 190,000 new homes in
2015, 20 percent more than 10 years ago. Housing starts
have since surged to an annualized 229,000, well above esti-
mates of fundamental demand. Approvals to build new
homes surged over 11 percent in July, led by a 23 percent
jump in apartments. Residential construction directly added
0.4 percentage points to gross domestic product growth in
the year to March, and bolstered by spending to furnish
new homes, helped the economy boast overall growth of
3.1 percent.

Capital returns
All this supply has led to a sharp rise in vacancies.

Investors in Australia typically buy for capital gains rather
than rental returns - understandable given Sydney home
prices have climbed around 60 percent in the past four years.
An added wrinkle is that investors who buy to let get a “neg-
ative gearing” tax break which allows them to offset rental
losses against their other income, and there is also a capital
gains tax discount on homes held for more than one year.
The result has been a flood of rental properties and a drop in
rental yields to record lows. This matters because rents are a
major component of consumer price inflation (CPI). Rents
make up around 7 pct of the CPI basket, more than either
health or education. They also comprise an even larger 10
percent share of the core price measures the RBA focuses on.
Rental inflation was just 0.7 percent in the year to June, the
weakest since the recession of the early 1990s and a world
away from the 8 percent-plus seen as recently as 2008. That
was a major reason CPI inflation braked sharply to a 17-year
low of 1.0 percent in the year to June, while core inflation
stood at a record low of 1.5 percent. Both were below the
RBA’s target band of 2 to 3 percent and directly triggered
rate cuts in May and August.

Even after that easing, the RBA conceded inflation would
likely not reach even the bottom of its target until late 2018 -
with rents fingered as a leading culprit. “The significant
increase in apartment supply in train is likely to weigh on
rental growth further, so the RBA will find it difficult to
return inflation to its target band in the near term,” said
Tapas Strickland, an economist at NAB. —Reuters


